
50°V-groove, three-pass weld

Root gap: 6.9 mm

Root gap: 4.0 mm

Root gap: 2.3 mm

■WELDING SYSTEMS FOR CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY

④Bucket Welding System

Robot

・The ARCMANTM Motion function perfectly synchronizes with 
the auxiliary axes to create high quality, good appearance 
weld beads. In addition, it can decrease the teaching points, 
thereby reducing the teaching man-hour.

・The overhead-suspended robot in combination with the 
auxiliary equipment enables reduction of the working space 
and access to an assembly from above, thereby providing 
high applicability. The up-down motion axis of the positioner 
can significantly reduce the workload for setting a workpiece, 
which is suitable for automatic transfer of assemblies.

<System configuration>
ARCMANTM-SR (overhead-suspended)

Slider Two-axis integrated type (right-left and back-forth)

Positioner
Drop-axis three-motion-axis type 
(rotation, tilt, up-down), 2000 kg payload

③Arm Welding System

Robot

・The groove-width tracking function enables the robot to 
compensate the groove width variation in real time during 
welding to control the mass of deposited metal and 
thereby provide high quality welds.
・The groove-width tracking function can reduce the 

root-gap sensing points before welding thereby 
shortening the cycle time significantly.

<System configuration>
ARCMANTM-MP (two-robot system)

Slider One axis (right-left), two units

Positioner One-axis head tail-stock type (rotation), 
2000 kg payload

Remarks Groove-width tracking function

②Swing Frame Welding System

Robot

・The four-robot system offers significant reduction in the 
welding cycle time.
・The arrowhead-pattern weaving mode provides good 

bead appearance in vertical welding, making it 
unnecessary to use a conventional positioner and 
workpiece-clamping jig.
・The laser sensor contributes to obtaining high quality 

weld beads, overcoming root gap variation.

<System configuration>
ARCMANTM-MP (overhead-suspended four-
robot system)

Slider Two axes (right-left and back-forth), four units

Remarks Arrowhead-pattern weaving, Laser sensor

①Base Frame Welding System

Robot

・The automatic tool-switching system can switch from a 
single torch to a tandem torch and vice versa in a short 
time thereby providing high applicability without 
increasing cycle time.
・The drop-axis five-motion-axis positioner (KV5) for the 

motions of slide, pivot, up-down, tilt, and rotation configures 
a fully automatic system for conveying a workpiece 
onto/from a conveyor thereby improving productivity.

<System configuration>

Automatic tool-switching system

Vertical position weld appearance

Bead appearance

ARCMANTM-XL (two-robot system)

Positioner
Drop-axis five-motion-axis type (slide, pivot,
up-down, tilt, and rotation), 2000 kg payload

Remarks
Automatic workpiece-conveying system, 
Single-tandem switching system
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Bead appearance

A boom in tilted position

Tandem torch

■WELDING SYSTEMS FOR CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY

⑧Carbody Welding System
・The basic configuration system used widely for the carbody 

lower frames of construction machinery.
・The tandem welding system can increase welding speeds up 

to four times compared to that of a conventional system. The 
maximum deposition rate can be 20 kg/hr.

・The arc sensor for tracking the welding line can be used even 
in tandem welding.

・The smaller size torch is suitable for wider applications.
・It is possible to switch tandem to single or the leading wire to 

trailing wire and vice versa.

⑦Tank Welding System

Robot

・A wall-mounted robot combined with the integrated 
positioner with slider (KV4) can reduce the working space 
and makes it easier to bring in and out a workpiece.
・This system enables full automatic control from the 

conveying process in which a workpiece is brought in and 
out to the welding process thereby contributing to highly 
efficient and accurate cycle time control.

<System configuration>

ARCMANTM-RON (wall-mounted)

Slider One axis (right-left)

Positioner
Drop-axis three-motion-axis type 
(rotation, tilt, up-down), 500 kg payload

Remarks
Equipped with the conveyor system for bringing 
in and out a workpiece.

Robot
<System configuration>

ARCMANTM-RON mkⅡ
Slider Three axes (right-left, back-forth, and up-down)

Positioner
Drop-center two-motion-axis type (rotation, tilt), 
4000 kg payload

Remarks Tandem welding (integrated-torch type)

⑥Boom Welding System

Robot

・The overhead-suspended robot combined with the drop-axis 
positioner that clamps both ends of a workpiece such as a boom, has 
a long inclined welding line and enables highly efficient flat welding by 
positioning the workpiece in the optimum welding position.

・The overhead-suspended robot combined with the integrated 
auxiliary equipment reduces the working space and can be used for 
both small and large assemblies by traversing between the face 
plates.

<System configuration>

ARCMANTM-SR (overhead-suspended)

Slider Two-axis integrated type (right-left and back-forth)

Positioner
Drop-axis three-motion-axis type 
(rotation, tilt, up-down), 4000 kg payload

Remarks Tandem welding (integrated-torch type)

⑤Center Frame Welding System

Robot

・Tandem welding can reduce the cycle time by 40% or 
more compared to single welding.
・The new-type CA controller makes it easier to control the 

welding conditions for the leading and trailing wires and 
to obtain the optimum welding conditions by which 
concave, smooth surface weld beads and sufficient joint 
penetration can be assured.
・The extra large robot model ARCMANTM-XL without a 

slider makes for a simple system configuration.

<System configuration>
ARCMANTM-XL

Positioner Drop-axis two-motion-axis type (rotation and tilt), 
2000 kg payload

Remarks Tandem welding (two-separate-torch type)
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